The Changing Paradigm of Ethics in Uterus Transplantation: A Systematic Review.
The first uterus transplantation was performed in 2000. As key milestones are reached (longlasting graft survival in 2011, and first birth from a transplanted womb in 2014), the ethical debate around uterus transplant evolves. We performed a systematic review of articles on uterus transplantation. Ethical themes were extracted and categorised according to four bioethical principles. Papers were divided into time periods separated by key events in uterus transplant history: Phase I (first technical achievement, 2002-11), Phase II (clinical achievement, 2012-14), and Phase III (after the first childbirth, 2015-18). Eighty-one articles were included. The majority of ethics papers were published in Phase III (65%, p<0.0001), i.e. after the first birth. 80% of papers discussed non-maleficence making it the most discussed principle. The first birth acted as a pivotal point: non-maleficence was discussed by a lower proportion of articles (p=0.0073), as was beneficence (p=0.0309). However, discussion of justice increased to become the most discussed principle of the time period (p=0.0085). The ethical debate surrounding uterus transplantation has evolved around landmark events that signify scientific progress. As safety and efficacy become evident, the focus of ethical debate shifts from clinical equipoise to socioeconomic challenges and equitable access to uterus transplantation.